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Nursing College
Holds Annual
.- i Capping Exercises

GREEK SCHOLAR AWARDS - (from left) Ronald Mo.rgan, Alpha-Phi-Alpha; Iva
Wheeler, Kathy Josey and Jerelyn Hughes, Delta Sigma Theta; and Samuel Tates, Phi Beta
Sigma. Not pictured Marvel D. Warner of Delta Sigma Theta. All of these students carried a
4.00 grade average.

IMPORTANT NOTICE TO All STUDENTS
State Law Requires All Students to Pay
Appropriate Fees on The Dates Due

The Prairie View A&M
College of Nursing held its
Annual Capping ceremonies
Sunday, October 3 in
Hobart-Taylor Hall.
President A. I. Thomas
delivered the principal address
for the occasion. He emphasized the important role that
nurses must play in the overall
health services need of this
area and throughout the
nation.
Dr. Jewellean Mangaroo,
Dean of the College of Nursing
presented the group of
student nursing for the capping
ceremony. The occasion was
one in which student nurses
have reached a particular stage
of development in their
preparation for the field of
nursing.
A large number of visitors,
including parents and relatives,
were on hand to congratulate
the students honored. A
reception following the ceremonies provided an opportunity for students and faculty
members to greet the visitors.

Dramatic Club Announces Opening Production
"Don't Bother Me,
I Can't Cope"
By Charles Williams, Jr.

Free Lance Reporter
You can stop a train from

Fiscal Officers
Crack Down On
Fee Payments
University fiscal officers
have issued warnings to all
students that payment of
university fees must be made in
accordance with state requirements. It has been made clear
that no delays in fee payment
will be permitted.
Payment of fees on monthly
installments must be made by
the first of each month.
FINANCIAL AID
Students are advised that in
order to qualify for financial
aid, they must maintain a
grade point average of not less
than 1.0. This is a new
requirement and must be
adhered to in granting all
financial aid in the future.
Students should be aware of
the fact that failure in one
course could reduce a fair
average below the cut-off
point.
Financial aid personnel are
requesting that students come
in for help in processing
applications for aid and to
begin doing this early.

running, you can turn a stream and Micki Grant entitled,
aside, you can stop an army "Don't Bother Me, I Can't
coming, but you cannot stop Cope:•
the Charles Gilpin Players.
"Don't Bother Me, I Can't
The Drama Department of
Prairie View A&M University Cope" is a dynamic mixture of
and the Charles Gilpin Players rock, rhythm and blues, ballad
will present the first major fall and gospel music. It is also a
production of the 1981-82 magical combination of passchool year. The play is sion and humor, offering more
creation by Vinnette Carroll excitement per square inch

than anything you have seen
before.
"Cope:• under the direction
of Mr. C. Lee Turner will be
presented six nights, October
28, 29, 30, 31 and November 2
and 3 in Hobart Taylor's
"Little Theatre:• at 8:00 p.m.
Members of the company
are as follows: Assistant
Director - Timothy Clark,

WALLER COUNTY PARADE -Local PV etucleat A.
nette Gordon represented Waller High School FHA • •
rides atop San Bernard Electric Cooperative float in the _.
nual County Fair Parade in Hempstead. The SBEC theme~
~ ..• Caring .•. Helping Electric Energy for the 80'a.

Campus Groups Getting
Set for '81 Homecoming
According to student reporters, all around campus
students are making preparations for the big Homecoming
Events scheduled for Purple
and Gold Week,October 26
through November 1.
Student organizations are
Technical Director - Frank
Thomas, Musical Director Wilton Hollins, Artist - John
Sharpe, Dancers arc Carol
Wayne, Sandra Lovelady,
Karen McCormick, Lisa Gabriel, Tyrone Grant, Frederick
Wade, Paul Osborne and
Terry Spivey. Singers are
Michail Cooley, Richard
Matthews, Michael Brown,
Carol Ware, Terry Heard,
Ricky La Fontaine, Alice
Clemons, Pamela Purnell,
Keenan Zeno and Yvette
Anderson. The chorus includes
Angela Kinley, Hattie Hom,
Elvin Adams, Dennis Thomas,
Leslie James, Anna Fearon,
Shanta Browder, Brian Williams, Keith Lewis and Annie
Riley. The musicians are Oree
Broomfield, Eric Belt, Wayne
Nobels and Steve Linscombe.
The entire Prairie View
family is welcome to spend an
unforgettable evening with the
Gilpins.

meeting to set plans f
participating in several evens
The most important event far
many is the annual Homecoming Parade and all campa.
organizations are hoping
enter a float, car or other type
entry. The AROTC has issued
entry forms which are already
due for return to the militmy
office.
While all events during tla!
week are considered major, tlE
all university-wide promotiom
include the coronation of Miss
Prairie View, Book Review
Homecoming Convocation
Pep Rally, Pigskin Revu
Alumni Dance and Breakfast
Homecoming Parade, footbali
game and Success Seminar.
The football game serves
a key in the entire promotioo
and it is set for I :30 p.m. at
Blackshear Field. The Panth
ers will host the Mississipp
Valley Delta Devils in
Southwestern Athletic Conference match.
The Student Activities
department is sponsoring
major attraction for _the Friday
night Pigskin Revue. Franu:
Beverly and MAZE will
presented in concert or:
October 30 in the University
Fieldhouse.

THE STUDENT LIFE DEPARTMENT
of
PRAIRIE VIEW A&M UNIVERSITY
Proudly Presents

FRANKIE BEYERLY
AND

MAZE

IN CONCERT
Friday, October 30, 1981
at the
ANNUAL PIGSKIN REVUE
PERFORMERS - Drama and dancing students strike a pose during rehearsals for
PANTHER cameraman similar to one to be seen in the coming production "Don'~ Bother
Me, I Can't Cope!' directed by C. Lee Turner. The couples are (l-r) Karen McConmck, Paul
Osborne, Tyrone Grant and Lisa Gabriel.

University Field House
10:00 p.m.
Tickets May Be Purchased at The University Exchange
ADMISSION: $8.50 Per Ticket

l
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Senior C
Elect,

Society of Women Engineers
TIie Society of Women
3apneers have started off the
ICW year with a tnmendous
iroup

of youna ladlea u well

II youlll IIICD, In 1965, $, W.
!. opened its membership to

nen because of the ERA.
\lready, many youn1 men
1ave joined and helped to
Dake S. W.E. at Prairie View
>De of the first universities
~tb an outstanding numbers
>f men.
This year's president is
(n,rid Pistole. Other officers

are Yolanda Daniels, Vicepresident; Jancle Wilson,
secretary; and Sonia Smith,
treasurer. All of which are
.Mecbl!nical
Enaineeriq

,,

Hwy. 290

is "mains

Hempstead

---~ Of

that will be IIDp
. boat

GRANT - Eqbaeeri-, ud Cbemiatrf ncehe coatribatical Ina Atlatie-Riddield.
Mr. Herman &g. ., (2nd from left) project ........... .upemeor witla tbe Areo Cbemieal
Cc.npuy of Port Arthu, pneeata CODtributiau fa, the Collep of Eapleeriq to Dean
Greaux. and for the Depanmeat of Cbem1atry to Dr. John Williama. Jaiaiag tbe pnaeatation
wu Mr. J. R. Phillipa. bwl of the Mecb•nieal EngiDeerlq Department.

Political Science - Pre-Law Elects Officers
The Political Science Department, held a meetina on
September 29 in the Harrlna·
ton Science Building to elect

Open 10 o.m. - 10 p.m.
FAMILY DINING ROOM
DRIVE THRU WINDOW
CATERING
Tel. 826-6578

By Efflyn Jackson
.O.G.I.C.
held their Silver Anniversary
starting Wednesday, October 7
throuah the II II
p.m.
!Ulhtly. On Wednesday niaht it
wa
Bu ine
Fellowship
N"'aaht. The peaker was Mr.
Leon Overby. Vice President
of Guaranty Bond State Danit
of Waller. Thursday night was
Silver J ubitee iaht. with the
Rev . Harold Tisdell as
speaker. Bl'blical Jubilee was
on Saturday night with the
Johnson. Youth ight was on
Saturday night with the
pealter Rev . W. Powell. The
arand finale was at 2:30 p.m.
Sunday with the keynote
speaker Dr. A. J . Hine •
Executive Director of Mason
Sy5tem Bible College. "Sacrificing to the Glory of God,
for the Cause of Man!"
Bailey Olapel

future:•~

The society is involved in a
fund raisins activity with Mary
Kay Cosmetics. They are
featurin1 a beautiful collection
of gift ideals for Christmas.
These items can be purchased
throua)I any member. S.W.E.
is hostina their lint dance at
Simmon on October 28, 1981.

COUIIRY FRID CHICIBI, HAMBUR6BtS.
~ COUIIRY FRID SlW

Silver Anniversary

The Senior "---

majon.

officers for the two distinguished clubs on campus. The
offlcel'S are as follows:

Polldcal Sc1eace

au

Any Engineering students President ...... Carlos Pierott
interested in joining this V. Pres. . . Lowell Washington
excitina society. contact one of Secretary ....••. Carol Wayne
the officers by the October IS Treasurer ...• . M. Membbard
deadline and "Beware of Parliam'm ... Benjamin Okoro
Designing Women and Men." Reporter .....•• Hedy Ratcliff

,..Law

llacbloae
Soc. <lllb
President ...... Anthony Penn
V. President ...... Bill Moore
Scc:retary ...•.. Nanette Green
Treasurer ........ Kevin Lusk
Parliam'n ...... Phillip Miller
Reporter ....... Hedy Ratcliff

Capping of A 1111/ta
By Son.SMallrae McDollllld
Editor
Congratulations are in order
for Ms. Patricia Whitley, for
being a candidate of tbe 1983
capping Ceremonies bdd by
the College of Nursing on
Sunday, October 4, 1981.
See CAPPING Page 3

ca~pus and abr
Senior Class is
on significant Pro;ec,.
endure, Years after the
1981-82 has &rlduated.
tbe election of its
onl!. the beginniq
exc1tmg, meanina
productive acadanic
View.
•
The newly elected
are as follows:
Gladys Branch, Port
Texas, Mechanical
ing Major; Vice p
Chris Ferguson,
Bahamas, Ph)'Sical
Major; Secretary,
Houston, Texas,
Engineering Major;
Leada Ann Morris
Louisiana, Mass '
~tions Major;
nan, TerreU G. Ed
Columbia, Texas
Education Major; •
Ronald A. Hill, Loa
California, Physical
Major; Business
Debra Ann Levels,
Texas, Mechanical
ing Major; Rep()l't«
Hedy Ann Ratcliff,
Texas, Pre-Law (
Science) Major.
Seniors are on the
come join the senior
free to get involved
academic and
activities at PVU.

INEE RS~
Engineer the future
with Union Electric

MECHANICAL
ENGINEERS

ELECTRICAL
ENGINEERS

The _total involve~ent of Lockw~d, Andrews, & Newnam, Inc. (LAN) in the fields of
Engineering, Architecture, Planning and Project Management can provide you with a
dynamic, professional and creative environment for your career development.
Ou~ prove~1. t~ack record is evident - from marine terminals, airports and manufacturing fac11tt1es to petrochemical plants and site development.
Th~ past 5 decades have seen LAN grow and diversify - assuring your career
guidance and support from seasoned professionals. We now have 10 locations
throughout the Sun Belt states with our headquarters in Houston. Texas.
LAN's outstanding growth rate an~ diversity can give you the right opportunity to
stretch your professional design skills farther as you gain valuable added expertise.
For more information on great futures with LAN, see our Representative on
campus on:
your

Located in Missouri, we are one of the nat
largest investor-owned utilities. And we want to
with graduating Engineers about positions avail
in St. Louis and at our Callaway Nuclear Power
under construction in mid-Missouri.
We offer excellent career opportunities to Elec
and Mechanical Engineers. We'll be on campus:

Tuesday, October13

Susan M. Bornholdt
Employment Representative

UNION ELECTRIC COMPANY

,-::=:::;::,

ISln
Lockwood, Andrews

& Newnam, Inc.

Non-Greek Council Elects
Organized for 1981-82
The Prairie View A&M
University Non-Greek Council
formally began their various
tasks for the 1981-82 academic
year on Tuesday, September
29,1981.
The election of officers
yielded two very dedicated and
non-tiring individuals. Pictured are: Chairman, L. Eric
Culverson of Alpha Phi
Omega and Vice-Chairperson,
Ms.Dianne Walker of the
Pershing Rifles/Capers. Not
shown are secretaries Mdvin
Johnson and Darla Bell and
treasurer Elaine Hamilton.
The Non-Greek Council
serves as the general governing

Capping CONTINUED from Pag~ 2
The ceremony was held in
the Hobart Taylor Hall
auditorium at 1:00 p.m.
Ms. Whitley is also a
member of Delta Sigma Theta
Sorority, Inc. All the soros
commend her on this great
accomplishment.

P.O. Box 149
St. Louis, Missouri 63166

body for all the independent
and non-greek organizations
on campus. The council is
composed of about twenty
organizations and therefore
bas considerable clout as a
unified operational body.
It is the personal pledge of
each delegate to put forth an
unprecedented and all out
effort to make campus
government for the non-greeks
the best it has ever been.
If your organization belongs
to the council by virtue of your
status, please send your two
delegates to the council
proceedina. Call for more
information at 857-2333, ask
for Eric. With its present
leadership and member delegates stable, intact and ready
to "drive-on", the council
shall be at best, a phenomenal
instrument in uniting the
varied non-grcek organizations
into self-government, discipline and meaningful projects.
We ask for your long range
support of our efforts.
L. Eric Cu/Vff'$0n

Steinmetz was one of
the few geniuses concerned
with the practical aspects
of electrical engineering .
His pragmatic analytical
approach led to the development of efficient
electrical power grids as
we know them today.
Scientists and engineers at E-Systems are
carrying on in his tradition.
Through the combination of
sophisticated analytical and
simulation techniques. they
are evolving optimal system .,•·

solutions to some of the
world's toughest problems
in electronics.
E-Systems is recognized as one of the world's
leading problem-solving
companies in the design
and production of communications, data, antenna,
intelligence and reconnaissance systems that are
often the first-of-a-kind in
the world.
For a reprint of the
Steinmetz illustration and

information on career opportunities with E-Systems
in Texas, Florida, Indiana,
Utah or Virginia, write:
Lloyd K. Lauderdale, V.P.,
Research and Engineering,
E-Systems, Corporate
Headquarters, P. 0 .
Box 226030, Dallas,
Texas 75266 .

Ill
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RESTAURANT

"Famous For Our Steaks"

, ...,.ol

·r

PRIVATE DINlt-(G AREA

Will Accomoclate Up to 150

For Banquets - Parties

Monday,
Octobw 12, 1981

Business Meetings
Hours: 5:30 a.m. to 10:00 p.m. Daily

We are an Equal Opportunity Employer M/F

Hempstead, Texas 71445

~SYSlBIS

Theproblem
solvers.

1981-82 and Alpha Phi O~a

()it

ONU.S 290

c-p.ay•• NIN r+

■ eatatiw

E-Systems continues
the tradition of
the world's great problem solvers.

Praidfflt Non-Gffflc Council

CAMPUS INTERVIEWS:

1900 St. James Place Houston, Texas 77056

COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE AWARD - DaPoat

T. V. Smith {center) pnNDta a $3000 cbeck to Ag Collep for lta program to eclacate
miDoritiea in agriculture acience. Tbe grant from DuPoat'• Agricaltanl Cbemicel Dlvi■loa i■
accepted by Dr. A. I. Thomu, preaiclent {right) aad Deua C. L. Stricldaad (left).

T{ustic
ftElll'STEM>, TUAS

Visit your placement office for more informa
and to sign up for interviews. If you are unavail
for an interview, send your resume to:

THREE
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INTERVIE
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Newman Club
Begins Series
Of Discussiona

President Reagan

Executive Order Designed to
Strengthen Black Colleges

The Catholic Newman Oub
will begin a series Of
discussions on Tuesday, Octo..
ber 13 at 6:30 p.m. in ~
Hall. The first 10 or I 5 rninu~
of each session will deal with
things people want to know
about the Catholic faith. After
that, the main topic Of
discussion will be dealt with.
Our opening topic, which will
probably run many weeks, is:
MARRIAGE. EVERYONE IS
MOST WELCOME TO
COME AND PARTICIPATE.

Excellence and Diversity Sought
President Ronald Reagan of young Americans received
recently signed a new Execu- training at these schools over
tive Order to help strengthen the past JOO years, expanding
Black colleges. The signing their opportunities as indivitook place at a White House duals and laying the foundaluncheon for Black college tion for social progress. It
supporters.
should never be forgotten that
The new Executive Order, when educational opportuniestablished to improve and ties were denied elsewhere,
protect Black coUeges, increas- these institutions offered hope
es Black participation in to Black Americans . . . that
federally sponsored programs; someday they would break the
mandates government-wide bonds of prejudice and
coordination to insure full discrimination.
opportunities for Black college
"These institutions ... have
participation in federally offered Black citizens a variety
sponsored programs; and calls of opportunities to develop
on the Secretary of Education their skills and talents. It is
to encourage private sector through such diversity that
initiatives in assisting his- freedom flourishes. And it is
torically Black institutions.
through education that indiviUnder the order, President duals can make themselves into
Reagan has directed Secretary the type of people they choose
of Education T. H. Bell to to be ...
submit an Annual PerformAmerica's colleges and
ance Report on Executive universities have been bard
Agency Actions to ensure pressed to maintain standards
Black college participation in in the face of inflation that
federaUy sponsored programs. increases the cost of everything
This "report card" will be from books to typewriters ...
reviewed by the Cabinet With a serious commitment to
Council on Human Resources, protecting these unique educathe Vice President, and the tional institutions, we have
President.
made certain that in an era of
The President has asked budget cuts, Black colleges and
Vice President Bush to work universities will actually rewith the heads of federal ceive a $9.6 million increase in
agencies in conducting a Federal Title III funds - a
special policy review to serve as jump of almost 8 percent.
a basis for aU future planning
In stressing the importance
for these educational institu- of private-sector initiatives to
tions.
provide assistance to historic"We are gathered today ally Black institutions, Presibecause all of us want to dent Reagan said, "The
nourish and protect an Federal Government's role can
American institution that has be to provide equal opportuniserved this nation well . . . the ty, but the private sector has an
traditional Black colleges and even greater potential, and a
universities: • the President challenging responsibility, to
said. "Hundreds of thousands provide direct assistance to
these institutions . .. The
A lTITUDE RATFS
future success of these schools
NO. J HIRING
will depend , more than
The right attityde can land
anything else, on the efforts of
you a job, a recen\ poll reveals. Black American s. What has
A survey of 1,000 small
been accomplished already is a
b us iness executives showed tremendous so urce o f pride .
that attitude - not skill or
The future depends on an even
education - was the prime
stronger commitment to excelconsideration in hiring a new
lence and diversity in educaemployee.
tion:•

NEW DOCTORA~ - Three memben of the staff were awarded Doctorate Degrees
during the past summer. Pictured during their pnaentation at the Academic Convocation
they are (1-r) R. E. Careathera, VP for Student Affairs, Seab A. Smith, Biology Department
and Phillip Kithcart, Department of Economics. Careathera' degree was awarded at East
Texaa State. Smith and Kithcart at University of Houston.

Imagine yourself
in the job of your choice • • •
then ask for it.

Imagine yourself studying
for your M.A. or Ph.D. and Hughes paying for it.

THE PRAIRIE VIEW PANTHER

···-··-.
Hedy Ratcliff, Evelyn Jachon,
Donnie Jones, Cynthia Moore, Cynthia Thompson.
Deborah Hawkins, Charlotte Leviston, Lamont Moore,
Gmrgia Ware, Carl Alexander, DcJuan Adams,
Melvin Polk
CLERICAL: ..•...•.•. Sharon Small, D iane Smith, Elma Brown
(Vanessa Jackson, Gloria Perez)
ADVERTISING: • •• Janice Hayes, Eric Fagon (Gloria Perez)
P HOTOGRAPHY: ••••••••••••• • ••••• Dennis Ed\\'ards, Bren Hom,
Joan Chess, Kelvin Hill
(Tom Godwin. Paris Kincade)
SPORTS: _ •• David W ells, Editor; Paul Wesley, Statbtician
REPORTERS: ••.•••

Any news items, advertising, or matters of interest to THE
PANT HER may be presented to the Department of Student
Publications, Room 108-112, New Classroom Building Telephone 857-2117. C. A. Wood, Publications Director.

CASS Student Advertising, Incorporated
1633 West Central, Evanston, Illinois 60201
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"One company I spoke with told me I
would have to be with them a year
before they would send me back to
school. When I asked about g raduate
study at Hughes, they handed me a n
application for their fellowship p rog ra m
at U.S.C. and they're paying m y way."
And 1f yo u would like to continue your
education without returning to school.
ask about our in-plant. graduate
equivalent courses.
Tell us what you imagine yourse lf
doing and we·11 tell you where at
Hughes you can do it, at any of our
twelve Southern California or Tucso n.
Arizona locations.
Write to·
Hughes Aircraft Company
College Relations Office
P.O. Box 90515, Dept. NC. 100/445
Los Angeles, CA 90009

At Hughes, your future is limited
only by your imagination.

r-------- - ------ ---,

! HUGHES
I

PV Student Enjoys Resource Work in Nevada
Shaun Williams is a young
Shaun enjoys living in
Texan with a good opportunity western Nevada. He has
to develop bis potential in the tr.aveled to many historic
field of natural management. places and other points of
The Prairie View A&M junior interest, including Virginia
has joined the U.S. Bureau of City and Lake Tahoe. He also
Land Management (BLM) trains and boxes as a welter
Carson city District of Nevada weight on the Carson City
by participating in the Boxing Association team and
Cooperative Education Pro- plays on the BLM flag footbaU
gram. The program is designed team.
to provide university and
The cost of living is
college students with work relatively high in the Renoexperience and eventually Carson City area, but Shaun
career employment.
has that problem licked. He
Shaun, a 20-year old soil lives rent-free in a travel trailer
science major from Port at the BLM wareyard, where
Arthur, Texas, has worked a bis presence and alertness to
wide variety of assignments prevent vandalism are part of
since be started with BLM in the deal.
July. So far be bas participated
As the cooperative educain a range inventory project, a tion program is planned for
wildlife habitat condition Shaun, he will return to Prairie
study, wildlife guzzler water
projects, a watershed inventory, suppression of a
2,700-acrc wildfire, capturing
wild horses and preparation of
an environmental assessment.
How does Shaun like the
job? "So far everything's
great," he says. "This is a
great experience for me, and
it's opening opportunities for
me. I'd like to thank all the
people who gave me this
opportunity," including advisor Tom Harris and Director
of the Student Placement
Service, l.C. Gordon.

View A&M University for the
1982 spring and summer
semesters and come back to
work with BLM in Carson City
for six more months. He will
then complete his last two
semesters at Prairie View.
Upon graduation BLM will
See NEVADA; Page 6

I

-

..,,-:u
l -

BLM wildlife technician
John Bums shows natural
resource specialist Shaun
Williams how a guzzler is
built. The awning of the
guzzler collects rainwater to
be stored beneath it in a 900
gallon tank from which
small animals can drink.
This device increase&
wildlife habitat in an otherwise dry area..

..,

(Plwto by Suve Weiss)

Before we interview you,
we'd like you to interview yourself.

That's what Burnell Thomas did.
··1started in software at Hughes, but
found I would rat her be in hardware,
designing the individual components of
a system and seeing it all come
toget her. So I asked for o transfer and
now I'm developing te st procedures for
a unit I helped build - a reference
generator for a satellite."

Published Bi-Weekly in the Interest of a Greater Prairie
V iew A. and M. University. The PANTHER serves as the
voice of Panther/and.

Prairie View A&M University is open to all, regardless
of race, color, religion, or national origin.

SUPPORT
THE
PANTHERS

FIVE

THE PRAIRIE VIEW PANTHER
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Proor c! US O t,zensh1p Required
Eouol Opportunity Employer

SafetyandSecurity
Department
This week we have both
positive and mostly negative
news. On the positive side
there is a decided improvement
in the parking conditions in the
Alumni HaU area, on the loop
around Fuller Hall and behind
Alexander Hall. On the
negative side we still have
diehards parking in violation
on these areas. Still on the
negative side a survey of the
campus revealed that there are
many, many vehicles parked
on campus not displaying a
campus decal, the deadline was
September 22, 1981. There are
vehicles on campus that are
backed into parking spaces,
the only time a vehicle can be
backed into a parking space is
during parallel parking. All
vehicles improperly parked
and not properly displaying a
decal will be towed and
impounded. You are reminded, while we take every
precaution while impouncjing
and towing your vehicle, the
university is not responsible
for damage sustained during
the process. The key to the
situation is to park legally and
properly display the campus
decal.
College of Engineering
employees and non-residence
Engineering students are asked
and encouraged to leave home
a little earlier in order to park
in the Memorial Cent er
parking area. The area beside
the Engineering Building and
also the area bet ween the
Engineering Building and
Fuller Hall is a no parking
zone. This is a tow away area.
We do everything to try and
keep the impounding and
towing vehicles on a professional level, please don't
interfere with the towing crew
and don't cop an attitude when
trying to secure your vehicle
when it is impounded.

,-::~··:.....

.. . :_:
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...
Take a good
look at yourself.
That way you won't .__ __..
make a mistake.
Would you be happy working and
living in a small or medium-size
community, with a good starting
salary and the promise of steady advancement?
Are you ready to reach out to other
people because you know their
everyday lives depend a great deal
on total communications as provided by Genera I Telephone?
Are you the kind of person who
isn't afraid of individual responsibility?
Do you think you can jump right in
and help us in important areas

..
-~·: :: ?:. ~~-:~~/.. ;_::,~:.::' . ..... :::;:
areas like engineering, business administration, accounting, and a few
others?
If so, we're anxious to meet you.
Better still, we'd like you to meet
us.
Your grades are important. But
what's more important is how you
use your head. Just be honest with
yourself.
Would you want you working for
General Telephone?
We'll be on campus October 22, 23.
If you're interested in an interview,
see your Placement Officer.

[?i i §1
6EnE.R AL TELEPHDnE
GENERAL TELEPHON E COMPANYOF THESOUTHWEST
A Part Of General Telephone and Electronics Corporation
Equal Opportunity Employer
Male/ Female

OCTOBER 8-13, 1981
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Kollar Korner

We may doubt that Noah,
Abraham, and Mo es lived as
Iona as the Old Testament
writm claimed, but we must
realize that in those days it was
thought that men of wisdom
and courage and righteousness
were certain to be blessed by
God with long and fruitful
lives.
In those days each age group
was seen to have a special
contribution to make. The
aging patriarch was greatly
respected as an intregal
member of the community and
the wisdom of the cdlcrly was
often sought by the Kings of
Israel. "The glory of young
men in their strength: and the
kauty of the old men in the
,ray head!' (Prov; 20:29)
While the New Testament,
with its Good News of the
Ungdom of God, does not
tlwcll on the merits of
l'ongcvity, at our Lord's
,rcsentation in the Temple it
was the aged Simeon and
Anna, the prophetess, who
recognized Jesus as the
Messiah. Simeon knew his life
was fulfilled "for mine eyes
lave seen thy salvation ... "
Anna "spake of Him to all
lhat looked for redemption ... "
Our society is also conscious
•f qc but our emphasis is one
lbc glories not of age but of
youth. Those who "get to the
top:• we are inclined to believe,
must "think young" and
..look young'• even though
Ibey may be far from young.
It is not surprising, there,
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that most of us dread growing
old. We fear no one will need
or want us anyone. We will not
be respected in the 'youth-ccntered' and "youthful" society.
Our advice will not be sought.
Such fears arise when we
forget that as Christians we
believe we are children of God,
no matter how old or young we
are. Such fears also arise when
we start treating others as
others have treated us. But the
Gospel admonition is that we
have and show consideration,
kindness, respect, and love for
the others just as God has and
has shown to us through His
Son Jesus Christ. In remembering that each and every one
of us is a child of God, we also
realize that each of us bas and
is developing certain talents
and personality traits which
distiguish us as individuals.
Each and every one of us has a
contribution to make in this
university community to which
we belong. Each and every one
of us has a God-given dignity
as an individual which ncighcr
old- or young-age can
diminish.
Let us, therefore, each and

HONORS BANQUET - Prindpal speaker of the Annul Banquet for HODCII' Studeata
Kenneth Hawthorne le shown being greeted by staclenta following hie addreea. Mr.
Hawthorne is Vice President of Human Reaources and Development at Gulf Trading and
Transportation Company.

PV Studen1s Plan to Attend Olio State V"alitation Prot,■n

Prairie View will participate over 200 colleges will be
in the Ohio State University selected from a number of
Graduate School visitation disciplines, including those
Days Program at Ohio State students interested in Dentis(Columbus), November 1-3, try, Law, Optometry, Educa1981. The eleventh annual tion, Business, Nursing, ArchiGraduate and Professional tecture, Engineering and
Schools visitation Days Pro- Veterinary Medicine.
gram is designed to attract the
Each year, Praric View
nation's highest ranking selects five students to
minority college seniors who participate in the program. It is
have cumulative grade point important that all schools and
averages of 3.00 ("B") or departments make their nomabove to the campus of Ohio inations to Drs. E. J. Thomas
State University for a and Edward Martin prior to
NEED EXTRA MONEY??
three-day academic orienta- _ October 8, 1981. Prairie View
tion.
scholars who arc selected to
At least five seniors from malc:e the trip, based on their
every one of us not only grown qualifications, should meet
in God ourselves (through our with Miss Shirley Staples,
Lord Jesus Christ), but let us GSPVD coordinator, on
each also help and allow the October 15, 1981.
other person grow in God, no
It is important that all
HAS AN IMMEDIATE OPENING
matter what their age. Let us students malting the trip
show the kindness, considera- should take the appropriate
FOR A CLERK/RECEPTIONIST
tion, respect, and love to the examination. The Graduate
other person as a child of God Record Examination is schedApply Weekday Evenings - 7:00 - 9:00 p.m.
just as we, who are children of uled to be administered on
857-3720 (for appointment)
God, have been blessed and October 17, 198 I. The
bestowed upon by God.
registration deadline is September 17, 1981. The Graduate
Management Admission Test
will be administered on
October 25, 1981, and the
cut-off date for this examination is September 21, 1981.
Prospective nominees should
be awaie that the notice of
fellowship selections will be
Prairie View A&M University
made on February I, 1982.
Interviews
Prairie View has had
sch~l~s selected as fellowship
r~c1p1cnts each year in the
Washington Public Power Supply System is a
Engineering Graduates
highly competitive program at
young, dynamic company helping to supply
Co~porate o~po_rtunities in engineering,
Ohio State. Last year Renita
the energy needs of the Pacific Northwest.
des,_gn a~alySJs, on-service inspection, nuclear
Alexander and Saily Seals
engmeenng, 1ns1rumenta1ion, reactor
College
of Nursing; Lil.a.beth
Currently, we are building and preparing to
opera11o~s, nuclear 1es1 and start-up,
operate five nuclear power plants at two \ites
Prater, College of Home
cons1ruct1on eng,neenng, project managemenl
,n Washington State. Our nuclear program is
Economics; and Marvel War-.
qu~lity assur~nce en$ineering and auditing. •
one of 1he largest construc1ion projects
M.i1or lechnical d1sc1plmes required include
ncr • C:0 llcge of Engineering
underway.
but are not limited to: Civil Engineering
'
(Architecture) each received
Electrical Engineering and Mechanical '
fellowships to attend Ohio
We have a special ch.illenge to meet-to
Engineering.

PRCNIIDHG
A BRIGHT
FUTURE

bch of our plant soles 1s within easy access of
national parks, mountains and the Pacific Ocean.
We invi1e you to explore lhe career
opponuni1ies we can offer.

The members of Zeta
Beta, Sorority Inc. 8dded l>bt
blue and white spirit to the
rally. The pep rally that ~
held that Thursday night .....
very well with the
attraction of the Zetas de4
sisters of the dove ga~
spirit raising cheers for °'Ir
more than two hundred ~~
who attended the pep~--...e
the football team. AU o-_~
should stand up and-·t-..
notice of the Zeta Phi lllte
Sorority, Inc. and help to ; : :
that we Greeks have SC:b
spirit. So we at the PaOO)
would like to thank the ~
of _.~eta. for their &re
partiapation at the pep
at
and please keep your & ~
Blue and White spirit ~
Eric Fagan

sa...;

Sproat,

provide energy to more than seven·million
people on seven Western states. And ii is our
people who will meet this challenge. Our
success, more than anything else. depends on
the motivation and expertise of our employees.

"---

Our represenlative will be at your Career
Planning and Placemen, Office on
Tut!Sd.iy, October 13, 1911. Come in and
see us. Join 1he Energy Team.
K.W. Cre.iger

Cimpus Rel.alions
Wangton Public Power Supply System
P.O. lox 'J68

Ridund, WA 99352
An affirma1ive action employer.
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SUPPLY SYSTEM
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NevadacoNT1NuED from Page 5
offer him a career natural
resource specialist position at
the entry level.
Shaun had planned to
continue his present tour of
dut~ fo~ the six month period
endmg 10 January, but due to
constraints in the 1982 BLM
budget he will only be able to
work until October 23. He
plans to continue in the
program, however, provided
funds arc available next year.

State as a result of their
participation in the GPSVD
program.

FLIGHT M A D E ~
British pilots A. W. Bre>wn
and John W. Alcock landed in
a peat bog in County Oaa-.y
Ireland, in 1919 to
the frn nonstop transattantic
flight. They had left St
John's Newfoundland.
hours and 27 minutes earlier_

c:oaa.._
lS

IACEDOIA PRIMITIVE
BAPTIST CHURCH
SUNDAY SCHOOL

9:00 a.m. ~ 11 :00 a.m.
SUNDAY MORNING WORSHIP HOUR

11:05 - 1:00 p.m.
BIBLE STUDY

Thursday Night -

8:00 p.m.

1519 B Street

Wo Iler, Texas
Rev. 0. C. Simmons, Pastor

372-9617

Frederick's
Modern
Look
Permanents - Manicures
Surgical Ear Piercing
Ghari Curls - AU Types
AU Phases of Beauty
Evelyn Moore, Owner

1513 A Street

(Tel. 372-2169)
Waller

Ho?1's: 3:30 until ? Tuesday-Saturday

Discount to New Customers
(With Ad)
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Fourth Promotion National Director of TACT (Teacher Corps) Visits
For PV A&JVJ Grad
Mr. Eddie L. Jeukins, an
automotive technology major
and a 1960 Prairie View A&M
University graduate, was
recently promoted to Consumer Relations Manager by
General Motors Corportion
Chevrolet Division New York
Zone in Bethpage, Long Island
New York, (Twenty five miles
from downtown New York
City). His basic function is to
act as wholesale manager
responsible for training and
coordination of zone-level
consumer relations and as
spokeman for Chevrolet
Motor Division on customer
satisfaction.
To execute the above
responsibilities, Eddie performs the following job task
activities: Customer Relations
Program Administration; Retail Consumer Relations Development; Consumer Relations Representative on
Consumer Affairs; and Consumer Relations information
analysis.
The job tasks that comprise
the Consumer Relaions Managcmen t job function are
programmed in the order of
their importance.
In November of 1971, Eddie
joined Otevrolet Motor Division as an Area Service
Manager in training in
Houston, Texas. Upon satisfactory completion of six
month training, he was
assigned to a zone Service
Instructor Postition in the
Houston Zone. This position
entailed traveling to various
Chevrolet Dealers and train
their service personnel in the
latest service technique for
Chevrolet Vehicles, (including
Marshall Chevrolet-Olds in
Hempstead Texas).
June 1973, Eddie was
promoted to Area Service
Manager in the Houston,
Texas Zone. This position
involved calling on Chevrolet
Dealers and advising them on
various aspects of their
operation, including warranty
administration, customer relations, and vehicle service
techniques.
June 1977, Eddie was
promoted to Warranty Consultant in the Houston, Texas
zone. This position entailed
reviewing selected Chevrolet
Dealers' Waranty administrations procedures. Upon completion of a review, recommendations on how to improve
customer satisfaction as well as
profitability were made.
May I, 1978, Eddie was
promoted to Corrdinator
Trucks and Fleets at Chevrolet's Central office in Detroit,
Michigan. His specific responsibilities were to coordinate
service activities between
Chevrolet Motor Division and
major body builders throughout the country. Major fleet
accounts such as Avis
Rent-A-Car, Hertz, National,
Winnebago, Coachmen Industries, and many other fleet
users were contacted, in order
to coordinate service activities
between Chevrolet and fleet
aceounts.
Eddie was promoted to field
manager of Service Operations
in July, 1980, at Cbcvrol~'s
central office in Detroit,
Michigan. This position in-

Mr. Frank Wright, Executive Director, Texas Association of College Teachers,
visited our campus on
September 22. He was hosted
by the Prairie View Chapter
President, Mrs. Jean Woodard, Director of Pre-Clinical
Nursing, and by Vice President
Dr. Willie Trotty, Associate

Professor of Education.
Mr. Wright had lunch with
the Executive Committee of the
Prairie View Chapter of TACT
in the Memorial Student
Center, and he also toured the
campus and met with other
TACT members.
The Tact meeting was called
to order by the Past President

Dr. Ronald Humphrey, Associate Professor of Biology. The
meeting was turned over to
Mr. Wright following a short
introduction, and he told of
the work of TACT in
obtaining the 17 .060Jo salary
increase for the 81-82 fiscal
year (5 . I Ofo which was received
in February, 1981), and the

8.7VJo increase which will be
appropriated in the 82-83 fiscal
year.
Mr. Wright also mentioned
the important role that Retired
Professor, Ann Campbell, has
in helping to oversee the Texas
Descgragation Plan for Higher
Education. Dr. Campbell was

See TACT, Page 3-A

When ~ou need some
notes at3:00a.m.,you find out
who your friends are.
Eddie L. Jenkins
Auto Mechanics Major

volved reviewing selected
dealers' warranty administration procedures throughout the
county. Upon completion of
review, written recommendations were made to the dealers,
as well as the local zone office
on how to improve warranty
claim management, customer
satisfaction and service department overall profitability.
Immediately following graduation in 1960 and prior to
joining Chevrolet Motor
Division, Eddie served two
years in the United States
army with an Ordinance
Batallion, (I 961 through
February 1963).
Following his honorable
discharged from the army,
Eddie served as Vacational
Automotive Instruction at
Booker T. Washington High
School in Wichita Falls, Texas
from September 1963 through
June 1965 and at M. C.
Williams High School in
Houston, Texas from September 1965 through October,
1968.
In October, 1968, Eddie
joined the Allstate Insurance
Company in Houston, Texas
as an Insurance Property
Claim Adjuster. During the
next three years, be served in
several different capacities
with Allstate and was awarded
it's "Good Hands" Award for
outstanding accomplishments
in the area of Customer
Satisifaction.
Eddie is a native of Luflcin,
Texas and graduated from
Dunbar High School. He is
married to the former Miss
Ruth E. Davis of Houston,
Texas. Mrs. Jenkins did her
undergraduate studies in
elementary education at Texas
Southern University and
taught in the Texas public
school system for fifteen years.
She is currently teaching in the
Detroit Public School System.
They have one son, Erice, who
is twelve years old and a
student at Boulan Park Middle
School in Troy, Michigan.
There are two simple·,
painless sources for needed
Social Security funds: A one
half of I percent hidden,
national sales tax on all retail
sales or imposition of a valueadded tax. Most European
nations and Canada use this or
a similar revenue resource to
fund social programs. So
where's the problem? - Stolen

You left the notes for
chapter 6 in the library. A sure
sign that tomorrow's test will
be heavy with questions from
chapter 6. Someone you know
is about to get a phone call.
He's not going to like it, but he's
going to come through. When
this is over, do something
special for him. Tonight, let it
be Lowenbrau.

Yi~~~.!!kre's to good friends.
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' 1th Annual Career Festival
":onsidered Successful
By James Harris
acuJty members, alumni
td students at Prairie View
IIM crowded the Alumni
all on their campus recently
· make their 11th Annual
areer Festival a success.
Many alumni and graduat·!Iseniors with definite career
tans were joined by other
irious students to ask
:p-esentatives of the various
rpnizations pertinent quesoos relating to job opportu.es offered by the companies
rd agencies.
Prior to the big one-day
;.-.iit, Alumni Hall (all levels)
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Personality

ture.
The number of Black farm
residents declined by 550,000
or 65 percent. In the same

Meet Biology
Departments
Christine Branch

A Full Service Travel Agency Wonting to Serve You
DELIVERY SERVICE TO THE CAMPUS

"The Biology Department is

937-8060

like a family, it is close knit

AIRLINE TICKETS
CRUISES
HOTEL AND CAR RESERVATIONS
BUS CHARTERS
TOUR BOOKINGS
PASSPORT, VISA, TOURIST CARD APPLICATIONS

and supportive." Those were
the words of Christine Stanley,
sophomore, Spanish Town,
Jamaica. A pre-med student
with a GPA of 3.75, the
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Victor Stanley anticipates
entering medical school after
graduation. Mr. Stanley is a
professor of animal science
in the agriculture department.
Christine feels that Prairie
View is an institution that gives
everybody an opportunity to
receive an education. "That's
important," she said, "because
we are a minority and we
cannot m'ove forward unless
we start helping ourselves."
An honor student who is a
member of Beta, Beta, Beta,
she is in research under Dr.
Arthur Washington.

17486 N. W. Freeway
In N. W. Village Shopping Center
Jones Road and Highway 290

GUARANTY BOND STATE BANK
MEMBER F. D. 1. C.

TACT-

Waller, Texas

PRAIRIE VIEW A&M UNIVERSITY
,EMPLOYEES FEDERAL

.n:.©R'®cdlii~ 1mJllift@nn
P. 0. BOX 2606
PRAIRIE VIEW, TEXAS 77445

WE'VE GOT A SPOT FOR YOOI
Campus Interviews
Electrical Engineering

A Service to The Prairie View C
ommunity for Over Forty Two Years

LOANS: Share Secured
Real Estate

Personal
.SHARES: (Savings)

10% Annual Percentage Rate
12% Annual Percentage Rate
15% Annual Percentage Rate
7% Annual Percentage Rate

OUR MOTTO: "Not for Profit
N<Jt for Charity

But for Service'"
OFFICE HOURS: fv\onday thru Friday 9:00 . 6:00 p.m.

PHONE: (713/ 857-4925)
OFFICE LOCATION: P. V. Alumni House

period the White farm
population declined by 22
percent. Only 242,cioo Blacks
remained on farms in the
United States in 1980.
The Black farm population
bas experienced higher rates of
decline than Whites, since the
early 1900s. In 1920, 5.1
million Blacks, or nearly
one-half of the Black popula-

e1991 Beer Brewed by Miller Brewing Co., Milwaukee, Wis.

PACESETTER TRAVEL

A

Black Farm Population Declined in 1970's
The nation's Black farm
population declined sharply
between 1970 and 1980,
according to a joint report
from the Commerce Department's Census Bureau and the
U.S. Department of Agricul-

had beautifully been decorated
to attract passers-by. Booths
were set-up for each of the
over 70 participating organizations that attended the festival.
For their part, representatives of the various companies
and agencies, smartly dressed,
patiently explained to the
groups the many job and
related opportunities their
respective organizations offer.
Most representatives
stressed that their respective
companies and agencies were
desiring mainly engineers of all
kinds, but urged students to
See CAREER, Page 3-A

November 5, 1981
Mechanical Engineering
Marketing

Houston Lighting & Power one of th
r .
companies, serves Houston 'and 157 o;e~;~ss 1:rgest investo~ owne~ electric utility
to meet new demands. As a result, we can offer c, Iles ... and, we re cont1nuaUy growing
career opportunities in a variety of fields.
co ege graduates a broad spectrum of
We. will be interviewing on your campus for the
d~s,gnated disciplines on the scheduled dates. Check
with your placement office to schedule interviews with
~ur representatives. Ifyou are unable to interview at this
time, please send your resume to:
Recruiting Director
HO<JSTON LIGHTING & POWER
P. 0. Box 1700
Houston, Texas 77001
(713) 228-5035 (collect)

coNT1NUED from Page 1-A
the Head of the Department of
English at Prarie View before
her retirement and now serves
on the Board of Directors for
TACT.
Mr. Wright cited the
excellent record of the elected
representatives from the district where Prarie View is
located. Both Senator Kent
Caperton and Representative
William Keese voted in favor
of higher education on all bills
followed by the TACT group.
The Texas Association of
College Teachers is looking
forward to an excellent year
with increased benefits and
programs, according th Mr .
Wright. He feels that Prairie
View will play an important
role in the future of higher
education in Texas.

CareercoNr1NuED from Page 2-A

continue pursuing studies in
their chosen fields.
It is not yet known,
however, how many alumni
were immediately offered jobs
by some companies, but many
of them as well as graduating
seniors seem hopeful of being
employed in the future.
The festival, sponsored by
the Division of Career
Education and Placement at
the University, was basically
aimed at providing students
with relevent information
about the companies and
agencies represented. It (festival) was also geared toward
making the audience aware of
various career options the
organizations offer.
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tion, lived on farms, compared
to one-fourth of the White
population. By 1980, the
proportions bad fallen to one
percent of Blacks and three
percent of Whites.
Other highlights:
Nearly half of the total farm
population (45 percent) lived in
the North Central region of the
United States in 1980, but the

majority of the Black farm
population remained in the
South.
In 1980, the rates of
unemployment for White and
Black farm residents ·were 2.3
percent and 7 .5 percent
respectively, while the rates for
nonfarm residents were 6.3
percent and 14.3 percent.
As in all sample surveys,

data in the report are subject to
sampling variability and errors
of response, including under
reporting and non-reporting.
Copies of the report, Farm

Population of the United
States: 1980, Series P-27, No.
54, are available for $2.50 each
prepaid from the Superintendent of Documents, U.S.
Government Printing Office,
Washington, D.C.20402, or
from Commerce District
Offices in major U.S. cities.

SEVEN
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Heahh Center
Sponsors Seminar
OnCancer&u:ation
The Owens-Franklin Health
Center on the campus of
Prairie
View,
Texas,
will present a seminar
Texas, will present a seminar
on Monday, October 12, 1981
at 7:00 p.m. in the Hobart
Taylor Auditorium. The Self
Breast Examination and the
importance of this simple
maneuver is the topic for the
seminar. In addition, blood
pressure screening will also be
available. For more information please contact Miss
Shirley Wilson at 857-3022.

Cadets Complete

Phi Beta Sigmas Hold
Annual Fall Smoker

Crose-country race between PV and Jackson State. The Tigers were the victors.

Who will be first
with the electronics
of the future?
It could be you and Hughes.
And that's no Idle statement. Because the string of Hughes firsts is
legendary, from firsts In submicronics
to firsts that span interplanetary dis•
lances.
And you'll find Hughes a perfect
career choice at almost every level of
expertise. You'll find a wide variety of
locations spanning Southern California
and Tucson, with environments to accomodate every lifestyle. You'll have all
the advantages of a major, internationally recognized company, coupled with
the personal responsibility and visibillty possible in Hughes' smaller decentralized groups.
But most of all. you'll be part of a

company that puts you at the threshold
of virtually every state-of-the-art tech•
nology - on the ground, on the seas,
in the air, in deep space.
Who will be first with the electronics
of the future?
With 1,500 projects, a $6 blllion back·
log and opportunities like these, it
could be you and Hughes.
At Hughes Aircraft, we'll Introduce
you to people, ideas and jobs that
could change your world. And maybe
ours.
Our current opportunities are for graduates in:
• Electrical Engineering
• Physics
• Computer Science

We also have some opportunities in:
• Mechanical Engineering
• Manufacturing/Industrial
Engineering
• Material & Processes
• Mathematics
• Aeronautical Engineering

The following Hughes
groups will be on campus:

October23
(see your placement office
for an appointment)

MISSILE SYSTEMS
RADAR SYSTEMS
MISSILE DEVELOPMENT
DIV. - TUCSON

It could be you and Hughes
r------------------7

I

I

l HUGHES l
IL

__________________ JI

HUGHES AIRCRAFT CCMPANY

Proof of U.S. Citizenship Required
Equal Opportunity Employer

Phi Beta Sigma Fraternity,
Inc. held its annual fall smoker
program September 18, 1981.
The program was a successful
venture in the future of young
Black men at Prairie View
A&M University that attended.
Phi Beta Sigma Fraternity,
Inc. Delta Theta Chapter was
chartered on this campus in
1969. Since that time the
fraternity has prospered in the
recruiting and initiating of fine
young Black men who are
leaders in everyday life.
The Fall '81 Smoker was no
exception. Youn11 men with
interest in Sigma attended and
were overwhelmed with the
program displayed before
them. Brother Dr. Harold
Bonner was the keynote
speaker. Dr. Bonner is the
President of the local graduate
chapter Alpha Sigma Sigma.
He is also an associate
professor in the Industrial
Education Department and
Director of Education here are
Prairie View. Dr. Bonner
stressed the ideals of Phi Beta
Sigma which are Brotherhood,
Scholarship, and Service. Dr.
Bonner also recognized the
Blue and White family, the
brothers of Phi Beta Sigma
and the sisters of Zeta Phi
Beta, the closeness of a true
family.
Brother Ervin Emanuel who
is a dynamic instructor in the
Electrical Engineering
Department,
was
the
respondent to the keynote
speaker. Brother Emanuel paid
tribute to the late great Brother
George Washington Carver
who was one of the most
famous Black scientists ever.
Brother Emanuel eluded to the
fact that we as young Black
People should follow "The
Blazing Trail" Brother George
Washington Carver so well set.
The program demonstrated
a great amount of talent
expression as well. Brother
Samuel Tates did an instrumental solo. Sister Lisa Tolden
sang an inspiring song. Brother
Elgin Davis recited a motivating prose selection. These
performances were followed
by a traditional step show from
the Fall '80 Blue Rebels line.

The Brothers of Phi Beta
Sigma wish all young men who
seek greekdom "Good Luck"
in a worthwhile venture in their
futures and the future impact
they may have on the Black
Society.

Sigmas Strive
On Scholarship
The Founding Fathers of
Phi Beta Sigma Fraternity,
Inc. recognized the importance
of academic excellence. For
that reason, they promoted
scholarship into the roots of
this great fraternity. From
these roots came brother Alain
Leroy Locke, first black
national Rhodes Scholar, and
other great prominent educational giants promoting scholarship through Sigma. Consequently, this concept continues
to live on as shown by brother
Dareen Walker who has made
the Presidents Honor Roll
eight consecutive semesters
and brother Samuel Tates, six
consecutive semesters, both are
also ranked as top engineering
honor students here at Prairie
View A&M Universtiy.
Meanwhile, Phi Beta Sigma
Fraternity Inc., Delta Theta
Chapter, would like to take
this opportunity to pay tribute
to those brothers who has
successfully achieved what it
takes to receive honorable
recognition on the Spring '81
Presidents Honor Roll. They
are brothers: Samuel Tates,
Darcel) Walker, Anthony
Hawkins, Victor Taylor,
Lionel! Alexander, Kevin
Dillare, Fabian ldlebird,
William J. Howard, III, Willie
Gaines, Arnold Mallet, Roy
Durant, Byron Lewis, George
Springgs, Darris Dones,
Jerome Williams, Melvin
Buster.
To conclude, congratulations to Sigma brothers for
exemplifying what our founding fathers considered pertinent to the success of Sigma.
That proclamation is known as
Scholarship.

.

DRY CLEANING
Laundry Service

Phone 826-3798
12th and Austin
Hempstead, Texas
1-DAY DRY CLEANING SERVICE

...

\~~
Hughes College Relations Office, P.O. Box 90515, 100/445, Dept. NC, Los Angeles, CA 90009

NEW PMS - Change in Rank fl'Olll Lt. Col. to full ~oael is what is happening to Col Johnaon Pennywell pactmed at center above. Pinning the new colonel are retiring
PMS Colonel Bland and Mn. Johnson Pennywell, wife of the
new top AROTC Officer.

Army ROTC Advanced Camp
Every summer, nearly four Prairie View University. He
thousand ROTC students from says he found this summer's
around the country descend on experience rewarding in that,
Fort Riley, Kansas for "It's a real testing ground, a
six-weeks of intensive training confidence builder."
called Advanced Camp.
Dobbins said one of his most
Fort Riley is one of the challenging assignments was to
largest Army bases in the "navigate" in dark and
country and it's located on wooded areas. Navigation tests
several thousands of rolling the ability of students to travel
acres in the east-central part of across unfamiliar areas using a
Kansas.
map and compass as aids. It's
This past summer, 38 just one of several sctivitics
juniors and seniors from which include training with
Prairie View University packed M-16 rifles, water training and
their bags and took off for the lots of physical fitness.
cadet lineup at Fort Riley.
N~ly four thousand Army
Their purpose for going to ROTC cadets competed
camp was to develop and test against each other in these
their physical and mental tasks and four Prairie View
capabilities in different stress AROTC students were recogand leadership situations nized for their outstanding
which they could one day performances.
encounter as Army officers.
Awards were given to:
- Frederick Dobbins, 21, is an Darvis Dones, number one
AROTC cadet and senior at

ALEXAN'DER'S
GULF STATION
24-HOUR WRECKER SERVICE
Telephone: (713) 372-9613 or (713) 372-2119
Waller, Texas 77484

Victor Taylor

HEMPSTEAD CLEANERS
Alterations -

Airborne School

---

!hSAliEY CHAPil]i
~ll

C.O.G.I.C.
3'»1 Sledge St.
Wal.ler, Texas
SUNDAY SCHOOL

l 0:00 a.m. - 11 :00

WARD'S PHARMACY

NOON LAY WORSHIP

«your Rexall Store..

1 LOO- 12:00

SENIOR CITIZEN DISCOUNT

BIBLE BAND

AVAILABLE ON PRESCRIPTIONS
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The thought of jun'lping out
of on airplane with a parachute
strikes terror in the beans of
many, including those few
brave souls who take on the
challenge anyway. This semester, prairie View A&M
University has eleven Army
ROTC cadets who have returned from the United States
Airborne School in fort
Benning, Georgia. One of
them is Willie Johnson, a 21
year old senior, who describes
his first airplane jump this
way:
Stark raving terror. I was
terrified coming out of the
plane. When my time
came, I got in the door
and I rcally didn't stop. l
just gave my static line
and hopped out, eyes
closed. The next tHng you
know, I opened my eyes
and l was up there
floating.
Another cadet, Cpt. John
James, attended Airborne
school a few years ago. The 21
year old senior is a ROTC
Airborne trainer, and he says,
"Airborne school is advanced
training for ROTC students
interested in the satisfaction of
completing the second toughest school in the United States
Army, the first being Ranger
School."
James helped select the
eleven students based on
leadership ability, courage,
mental and physical excellence
and a grade point average.
The elevent students who
completed Airborne school
this past summer are: Kirk
Francis, Elaine Hamilton,
Peter Greenwood, Willie
Johnson, Leonard Jordan,
Gayla Turner, Cherise Vassar,
Karl Young, Bobby Simmons,
David Lee, and Joseph York.
During their intensive three
weeks of training at Airborne
school, these cadets successfully completed five parachute jumps from three
different types of planes.
Prairie View cadets were in
training with cadets from
military academics and other
universities across the nation,
regular Army officers, and
enlisted men were also in
training. Despite the stiff
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cadet in platoon; Danny
Lovelady, number two cadet in
platoon; Gayla Turner, number three cadet in platoon; and
Frankie Small, for obtaining a
perfect score on the Army
physical readiness test.
Other cadets who represented Prairie View were: George
Allen, John Ballard, Johnny
Beard, Eddie Brenham, Kelvin
Bush, Bircenida Churchwell,
Lindsey Culverson, Frederick
Dobbins, Janette Gaines,
Thomas Gentry, Yolanda
Gibson, Rodger Green, Peter
Greenwood, Beatrice Harmon,
Willie Johnson, Leonard
Jordan, Linda Lacy, Brenda
Lotts, Raul Mann, Gail Miller,
Jeffery Momon, Donald Nolley, Carl Rawls, lsaih
Richardson, Lavell Rockwell,
Kelly Stepney, Wilbert Taylor,
Cherise Vassar, Carlton Williams, Diana Williams, and
Karl Young.
The entire ROTC staff
congratulates all of these
cadets for their completion of
one further step in their
personal development.

ROTC ORIENTATION - Studenu ba ~ ROTC were pnNDt in Juae namben at
the Orientation &e88ion held by top bnea to prepare for the semeater ahead.
competition and pressure, our
cadets ranked among the
highest achievers.
The eleven Army ROTC
cadets now proudly wear the

Army Parachutist Badge as the
symbol of their achievement.
ROTC Major Charles H.
Williams says, ''This is a badge
they can wear throughout their

military careers, and this is a
special honor since many other
cadet military honors are
confined to use on the college
level only."

Can You Believe!
A creative
engineering
career and
three-day
weekends in

Southern
California.

The Los Angeles Department of Water and Power, the largest
municipal utility in the nation, has challenging career opportunities for
ELECTRICAL, MECHANICAL, CIVIL and SANITARY engineering
graduates.
Help us to design and construct the 3,000 megawatt, coal-fueled
lntermountain Power Project in Utah or its :t500 kilovolt, direct-current
transmission system.
Or maybe you prefer working with alternative energy resources,
monitoring air and water quality or helping to mitigate community
impacts.
The Los Angeles Department of Water and Power offers very
competitive salaries and benef Its with the opportunity for three-day
weekends.
We invite you to join us and become part of an engineering team
working on the forefront of energy technology. Our recruiters will be
interviewing selected engineering majors on your campus soon. Contact
your Career Planning and Placement Office for an appointment, or
write to:
Engineering Recruitment Officer
Los Angeles Department of Water and Power
P.O. Box 111 - Room 503
Los Angeles, CA 90051
An AA/EEO Employer
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We'll challenge you to become a leader, too.

National Supply Corrpany offers opportunities
for professional and personal growth.
YOU'RE INVITED TO ~RRANGE FOR AN
INTERVIEW WITH US ON NOVEMBER 6, 1981.

Worldwide headquarters, Houston, Texas.

JRMcb NATIONAL
V

SUPPLY
COMPANY

An equal opportunity employer M/F
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Optimist Club Bicycle Derby

Baptist Student Movement

Alphas Chosen Outstanding
Young Men of America

Choir Group Organized
By Rosalyn D. Haggerty

The objectives of the
organization are to perpetuate,
promote and advance the
Christian ideal through the
medium of music by joining
together gospel and spiritual
music enthusiasts, choruses
and analogous entities and
persons affiliated there with

the Prairie View A&M
University, in a voluntary
association for education,
cooperation, promotion and
the communication of ideas
and ideaJs.
The Baptist Student Movement Choir rehearse every
Tuesday and Thursday night at
7:00 in the Memorial Student

* PCS Accepted
* STUDENTS
RECEIVE

10%

WINNERS an pictw-ed at the Joseph Battle residence
from left to right: Dr. A D. Stewart, President (Local Optimist Club>; Michael Henderson, 8 year old group winner;
Cory Henderson, 4 year old group winner; and Daryl Henderson, 11 year old group winner.
Each winner had the fastest time in their age group and
were guests of honor at the Ladies Night Dinner hosted by
Mr. Joseph Battle.

DISCOUNT
on all

Pa•SCRIPTIONS
with ID

Several of the brothers of
the Eta Chapter of Alpha Phi
Alpha Fraternity, Inc. have
been selected for the "Outstanding Young Men of
America" for 1981. The
brothers who were chosen are
Quinn Jenkins, Tyrone Davis,
Waverly Nolley, Ronnie Smith
and Aldo Putman. They were
selected from numerous nominees by a group of
distinguished citizens. These
brothers possessed exceptional
achievements which made
them worthy of this distinguished honor.
Some of Quinn Jenkins
achievements include Junior
Fellow and Junior Managers
Association, president; United
Mens Council, president;
Student Government Senator;
and Eta Gamma's historian
and dean of pledgees.
Tyrone Davis's accomplishments arc as follows: United
States Air Force Sergeant;
noncommissioned officer in
charge of Logistics; Veterans
Club, president; Student
Council membership; Dean's
List; President's Honor Roll;
United States Air Force,·
"Airman of the Month".
_ Waverly Nolley's accomplishments are Jr. Manager,
National Forensic League
member, Quill and Scroll
Society membership, President's Hono~'~det of

the Year", and Eta Gamma's
president. ·
Ronnie Smith has made the
following achievements: Epsilon Pi Tau industrial education
honor society president; Phi
Eta Sigma freshmen honor
society; Alpha Kappa Mu
national honor society; Junior
manager; "Sophomore with
the Highest GPA" in the
college of Industrial Education
and Technology; National
Dean's List; Who's Who
Among Students in American
University Colleges; and Eta
Gamma's vice-president.
Aldo Putman's achievements include the following:
United States Marine Corps,
corporal, Good Conduct
Medal, Service Medal; Semper
Fidclis; and Eta Gamma's
chaplain.
Being selected as " Outstanding Men of America", these
brothers have joined prominent men such as John F .
Kennedy, Gale Sayers, Gerald
R. Ford, Orson Welles, Alan
Page and "Elvis Presley.
Associate Editor to Sphinx
RonaldMorgan
Tutorial aid under the 01
Bill educational program is
available to help veterans get
the most from college training.
Contact the nearest Veterans
Administration regional office
for all the details.

:>.''''''''''''''''''''''''''"''''''~

WALLER
PHARMACY
1219 Fall Street
Woller, Texas 77484
a72-21a1

CONGRATULATIONS - (from left to right>, Dr. A. D.
Stewart, Local Club President; Daryl Henderson, 11 year old
winner; and Dr. Jewel Berry, Derby Committee Chairman.

Center. Membership is now
open until Thursday, October
22, 1981 for the Fall Semester.
Please come out and join now.
The officers for the 1981-82
are: president • Rosalyn D.
Haggerty, vice president •
Mark Falls, secretaries - Nita
Adams, Catherina Armsworth
and LaDcidre Lampkins,
treasurers - Brian Burton and

Juliett Jeffrey, chaplains - Kim
Lewis and Cecil Grisby,
sargent-at-arms • Perry Crenshan, reporters - Sharen Cosby
and LeCarla Lewis.
It is defeat that turns bone to
flint and gristle to muscle and
makes men invincible.
-Henry Ward Beecher
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P. 0. Box Sl5

Phone 826-2431
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We Clobber Big
City Prices''

.-., LAWRENCE MARSHAL~
CHEVROLET

CHEVROLB-OLDS.,_ INt
P. 0. Box 983 -

HEMPSTEAD
826-2411

Hempstead

0

OLDSMOBILE

HOUSTON
A631484

Estroft's Army . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Texas Express . . . : . . . . . . . . . .
War llagles. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Holly Rough Riders . . . . . . . . .

Your future is drawing near, and so are the decisions that will shape it.
~t TAMPA ELECTRIC, your Electric, Mechanical or Chemical Engineering degree can play an important role in the future, a future that will
allow you to grow and expand as we do to meet the energy demands of
the coming decades.
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Overall
Won
Lost
I
0
1
0

Conference
Won
Lost
P. C.'s . ... . ... . ...... : . . . . 1
0
Chicago Club . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0
0
J. Y. Steelers ... ......•.. . . . 0
I
Devils .. .. .. . . ...... .... .. . 0
0
RESULTS

0

]

0

2

Monday, September 28, 1981

Estroft's Army .. . . . 2 - Holly Rough Riders . ... . 0
Chicago Club .. . . . 6 - War Eagles . .. . . 0
Tuesday, September 29, 1981
Texas Express .... . 2 - Devils .. ... 0
P. C.'s ..... 8 - J. Y. Steelers ..... 0
Wednesday, September 30, 1981

Holly Rough Riders vs. Chicago Club . . ... Under Protest
Estroft's Army . . ... 14 - Devils .. . . •0

PEOPLES CLEANERS
DRY CLEANING, ALTERATIONS, LAUNDRY
SERVICE AND LEATHER CLEANING

~:
~
~

826-3847 - Day or Night
P. 0. Box 136

~-

~~

Hempstead, Texas

~

1 - 2 HOUR CLEANING SERVICE

FORD

m
II
USED

CARS

~f responsibility, challenge and growth are important to your career, so
1s TAMPA ELECTRIC COMPANY. Don't miss this opportunity to attend
~ur upcoming On-Campus interviews. To arrange a convenient date and
time, contact your Placement Office.

Come see our

fine selection

f

HEMPSTEAD
FORD-MERCURY, INC.

IF UNABLE TO ATTEND
PLEASE FORWARD YOUR
RESUME TO:

HEMPSTEAD, TEXAS
'

Ray Meade

(EOE)

ij

1''1NISHING TOUCHES - Blackshear Field is being
readied for the big Homecoming occasion coming up. New
goal posts 8l'e shown being installed.

tackles and a pass interception.
AJso Kevin Wallace had an
excellent game with 14 taclclcs
and Steve Bennett had a game
high I 5 tackles.

Grambling overcame first
quarter jitters to post a 44-3
win over Prairie View in a
Southwestern Athletic Conference contest, at Tiger stadium
before a crowd of 14,600 fans
Saturday night in Grambling,
La.
In the first quarter, Tiger
signal caller Thomas "Skippy"
Ezell was plaqued with two
early interceptions by Gerald
Barnett and Willie Thomas.
However, the Tigers did
capitalize on a Panther
turnover which was converted
into a 2 yard touchdown run
by James Taylor. Grambling
also added a field goal in the
second quarter with Jorge
Rosales hitting from 25 yards
out.
A promising drive by the
Panthers was halted when
Albert Lewis of Grambling
intercepted a Darrel Terral
pass at the Tiger 5-yard line.
Then the: Tigers began another
drive which was highlighted by
a 51 yard run by Ezell, but on
the next play his pass was
picked off by Bobby Johnson.
On the next series, for
Grambling Ezell went right
back to work climaxing a fifty
yard six-play drive with a 13
yard scoring toss to Rufus
Stevens.
On the ensuing kick-off
return specialist Jerry Rand
fumbled after an 18 yard
return. Ezell quickly hit speedy
Trumanie Johnson for a 26
yard touchdown.
The Panthers got on the
score board with a 33 field goal
by Lynn Stice with time
expiring in the first half to
make the score 24-3.
The Tigers scored again in
the third quarter with a 1 yard
run by James Robinson. After
a 37 yard kickoff return by
Rand the Panthers fumbled on
~X!_l?_la~ ~ s then

SUPPORTING THE PANTHERS .

MEATS

FULL SERVICE DRUG STORE

-drove71 yards for their next
score with Robinson's twelve
yard run.
Their final score came on a
pass play from Ron Lawrence

BRANNAN'S
SUPERMARKO :

PRESCRIPTIONS - DRUGS
PCS Accepted

Panthers Finally Score •1n
Lost to Grambling

O

Ford and Mercury Products

At TA~P~ ELECTRIC, you' ll receive an excellent salary, many valuable
b_enef1ts important to a new career, and exceptional opportunities to
gro~ all in the excitement and beauty of sunny Tampa, Florida. Don't
·hesitate.Join TAMPA ELECTRIC, and give yourself more power for your
future!

P. 0 . Box 1124

1
0

WESTERN CONFERENCE

On Campus Interviews·

tampa, Florido 33601

Overall
Won
Lost
2
0
I
0

Conference
Won
Lost

~
HEMPSTEAD, ~EXAS
~
~,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,

October 15th - 8:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.
Make Your First Career Step A Powerful One!

of Sylvester Moy for 4 yards.
In a fine defensive effort
Leo Benford had 13 tackles
and 1 pass interception, Willie
Thomas was next with 11

RESULTS OF THE FIRST WEEK OF PLAY

EASTERN CONFERENCE

TAMPA ELECTRIC COMPANY
Marshall Chevrolet-Olds
in Hempstead

The Intramural and Recreation Department have completed
plans for the Faculty and Staff Recreation Program for the fall
semester.
Activities will he held every second ap.d fourth Saturday
(12:00-4:00), of each month, except during holidays and special
campus events.
I..ettcrs will be sent to department heads, requesting them to
announce this program to their staffs. Activity schedules will also
be included for department bulletin boards.

by Phil Chapman
With the first week of play in the league, all of the teams have
shown very respectable talent. Estr~ft's Anny, a f t e r ~ its
first game 2-0 over Holly displayed a potent offense agamst the
Devils for a 14--0 win.
The Chicago Oub seems to be a sleeping giant in the western
conference they won a hard fought game against the War Eagles,
and lead in' a protest game against the Holly Rough Riders which
will be completed at a later date. The toughest game of the week
took place between two powerhouse teams, the P .C.'s and J. Y.
Steelers. The P.C.'s came out of the dust with an 8-0 win, the
November 3rd rematch should be a game to see. The Devils 0-2
record is not a true measure of their abilities, eventually they will
have a lot to say of who will win the conference.

~~

MEMBER F. D. I. C.

Faculty and Staff Recognition

Intramural Football league

CITY DRUG-HEMPSTEAD
826-2496

W. W. Wilkes, Owner

Graduating in Engineering, Computer Science,
Accounting or Finance?*

Consider ANR's
career possibilities
OIL & GAS EXPLORATION & PRODUCTION ...
NATURAL GAS TRANSMISSION, STORAGE,
DISTRIBUTION ... COAL GASIFICATION &
SYNTHETIC FUELS DEVELOPMENT... COAL
DEVELOPMENT & MARKETING ... INTERSTATE
TRUCKING FREIGHT SYSTEM.

American Natural Resources Company is a Michigan-based,
$3+ bi Ilion, multi-company corporation involved in these
diverse activities. ANR diversity translates directly into
increased career development opportunities fordou.
Our history is one of success. Our continue growth
prospects are excellent! Register in the Placement Office
today for an on-campus interview. You could become part
of the American Natural Resources System.

ANR

American Natural Resources Company
One Woodward Avenue. Detroit.

Michigan 48226 • (313) 965-8300

OF QUALITY

An Equal Oppo rtunity Employer

372-3639

*Register for a Tuesday, October 13th
On-Campus Interview.

220 Cherry
Waller
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Homecoming

1981

, Purple and Gold Week
Oct. 6 - Nov. 1
See Story -
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Careers
TV COVERAGE
Channel 2' s Bill Balleza and
cameraman covered the Career
Festival and is shown prepar·
ing news report on site.

ANOTHER VIEW
OF THE FOXES
The seven eye-catchers shown
in NAVY outfits pose with
their coach and sponsor
Margaret Sherrod (right). Talk
About Homecoming! They'll
be READY.

COME ONE,
COME ALL
St. Martin de Porres Church
will hold its annual Fall
Festival on Saturday, October
17 from 11:00 a.m. to 10:00
p.m. on the grounds behind
the Newman Center. There will
be Mexican dinners, barbecued
hamburgers, soft drinks, beer,
the wheel of fortune, homemade cakes and candles, a quilt
auction and many games.

THE PANTHER
PRAIRIE VIEW A&M

RECRUITERS from over 100 agencies and companies anawer students queatiou (above) and meet in general
and workshop sessions at PV (below) to study better ways of doing the job.

